The experience of those who make things happen,

the vision of innovators.

Serviform.
Share to grow.
We design, manufacture and distribute technological solutions for diemakers, diecutters and box plants. Serviform was formed by Foppa
Fustelle, an influential diemaker in Italy. As the need for automation and
streamlining increased, we developed practices and tools that were not
only useful to us but to everyone in our industry as well. Bringing these
innovations and efficiencies to the market is the heart of the Serviform
corporate philosophy.

Five key events , one reality
1946
1960
1982

Pino Foppa produces the first die in
Caravaggio (Bergamo)

Foppa Fustelle is the most influential diemaker in

Italy. He produces and distributes materials for die
cutters and has 30 employees

Serviform was born, specializing in services and
materials for diemakers, diecutters and box plants

Pro Form was born for development

and production of diemaking CNC machines

2016

new production facility
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Expansion of the group with

Our target

Distributors

Equipment, services and solutions
for diemakers and diecutters
Post-sale technical support
(at the customer or remotely)
Software

1991

Final
customers

What we offer:

OEM

Education & training

Precise
and, at the same time, versatile.
A well-defined organizational chart enables our employees
to be extremely effective and timely in their delivery. But also
the fluidity of open communication between departments is
an integral part of providing our customers with efficient and
thorough responses. At Serviform, all aspects of our business
are interwoven to create one sustainable reality. Open space
and daily contact among the sales staff, technicians, suppliers
and customers allow the knowledge and expertise to be easily shared.

Production

Sales
Marketing

Accountants

People
who make quality

Customer care

Technical workshop
Research and Development
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The code of ethics?
It is written within us.
We live our ethical code every day.
We never wrote one, until now.

Open-mindedness leads
to growth
Only a frank comparison between different
people generates innovation. At Serviform,
the doors are open to customers, institutions and companies interested in establishing genuine, long-lasting relationships to
achieve mutual improvement. We organize
open house events that have continued to
be very successful.

Simplify to obtain the best
An updated team that can
offer quality services
Experience generates
valuable knowledge
All our employees achieve an apprentice-

Be happy, your work
will be better!
The secret recipe to our success has been
to have a professional team pursuing excellence. In our offices, we have a supportive
and hardworking team which has resulted in
low staff turnover.
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ship in Foppa Fustelle. We have no doubts:
the experience is not something that you
can learn in books but is passed from one
individual to another. Every day, we are
spectators of a greater influence, knowledge
that is renewed through words, gestures,
thoughts.

Our goal is to optimize and enhance our
knowledge, abilities and processes as individuals as well as the team. Our emphasis
and main objective is facilitating the work of
our customers.

We all participate in continuing educa-

tion to make ourselves better. Some of the
classes are foreign language courses, problem solving techniques, communication and
many other topics: We actively cooperate
with local technical schools and universities
in a continuous exchange of knowledge between the industry and school.
A company grows only when it evolves constantly both in skill and the culture of the
people who are a part of it.

The market rewards
correctness
Rather than utilize aggressive marketing, we
prefer the word of mouth of those who know
us. The reliability, integrity and the name of
the company that we represent are the simplest yet most powerful commercial levers
that allow us to look optimistically to an international market that continues to expand.

Serviform Machines:
Everybody likes them.
For many years, the Serviform machines have led the
international market successfully and are used by leading
diemakers in the industry. Serviform machines are seen
as strong and efficient machines by the operators who
use them every day. They have helped the diemakers be
more profitable and to simplify each process.

Serviform machines.
why leading companies like them:
Total reliability
There is one thing particularly worth mentioning: Serviform machines that have been sold more than twenty years ago are still
in production today. Spare parts for all machines are still readily
available. For the most urgent needs, we provide emergency
service workshop.

Outstanding energy efficiency
Our machines blend productivity with sustainability giving our
customers technological synthesis of an advanced industrial
process that harmonizes different yet compatible needs. For example, our bending machine Idea consumes seven times less
than a competing model entrusted to do a similar work.

Green marketing: more value to your business
Serviform customers experience environmentally friendly supply chains along with very efficient machine processes. If you
are looking to create a “green” work environment, our machines
can help.

To each his own
We count on an internal Research and Development department.
We listen to our customer’s needs and ideas. We can work to
develop a customized machine to meet their needs.
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Serviform Machines:
Everybody likes them. Really.
Serviform machines.
Why the operators like them:
Serviform software: from the diemakers
for diemakers
Each Serviform machine is driven by the SDDS (Serviform Digital Diemaking System) software, developed in collaboration
with leading European diemakers and continuously updated by
our team. The software provides a simple user experience along
with intuitive and dynamic user interface that guides the operator step by step.

Less space to the machine, more space for us
Serviform machines are among the most efficient space saving
machines in the market. The user interface has very simplified
functions which also help to create maximum efficiency.

Product code for a Top Service Assistance
We know how much downtime can cost which is why we respond
promptly either onsite or remotely. Each machine is linked to an
individual code which allows us to quickly identify the issue as
we begin working to resolve the problem.

Customized Training
We are not just selling machines, we entrust installation to our
skilled operators who then provide detailed information on features, characteristics and potential of the machine.
From the time of installation, our team is always available for
questions and suggestions.
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Research and development.
Our excellence.
In 2015, 7% of our turnover has been reinvested in research
and development. We believe that our future is strongly connected to the ability to introduce significant innovations in the
production processes of the customers who choose us.
We currently hold 5 international patents and as many patents pending. We will not stop there as we will continue to
improve our processes with future innovative solutions.

Green inside.
But also outside.
We believe in environmental and social sustainability on a consistent basis. We try to
design and manage our activities with the
logic that optimizes energy expenditure and
limits the production waste.
Our offices are designed to be fully
eco-friendly. Thanks to a photovoltaic park
on-site and an air conditioning system from
geothermal sources. Even more importantly, when we design the Serviform machines
we seriously consider efficiency and the
well-being of those who will use them. The
operators will benefit from a low noise level,
reduced footprint, low power consumption
and ergonomics.

The sustainability of our
machines is a concrete and
measurable fact on
www.serviform.com
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Numbers
that count.

+50%

increase of machines
sold from 2009 to 2015

72.400 kw:

Energy produced by
Serviform photovoltaic park

52

Countries where we have
machines installed

+60:

employees

5

International patents

+4500

91%

Square meters: office area
and production departments

+650

service and assistance
hours per year

export turnover

+600

companies using
our machines

DATA 2015
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7%

turnover reinvested in Research
and Development in 2015

+110

annual visits
by our clients

1 mm:

minimum bending
radius
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research and development
active projects

Made in Italy
worldwide.
We have carefully preserved the artisan
foundation of our work by exporting all
over the world the Made in Italy label that
distinguishes us. This feature allows us to
give value to every detail as a fundamental part of an outstanding outcome.

Diemaking
machines

Milling machines

Rubber cutting
machines

Plotter

Lasers

Special
machines
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